Genome instability in human tumorigenesis: microphotometry of interphase nuclei and pathologic mitoses reveals dysplasia.
Tumorigenesis goes with genome instability comprising point mutations and gross chromosome aberrations due to defective DNA repair mechanisms and multiple overrun of cell cycle checkpoints. Pathologic mitoses (CDFs) occur in human precancers and cancers and were detected by nuclear DNAs deviating more or less than 0.5 c from 4.0 c values. Abundant CDFs were recorded above 4.5 c threshold in lesions of the uterine cervix and the stomach. Low-grade dysplasias and well differentiated carcinomas showed 3%-10% CDFs, high-grade dysplasias 30%-44% CDFs in total divisions. Poorly differentiated cancers comprised some 50% CDFs. Most telophase CDFs showed asymmetric morphology and unbalanced DNA content in their corresponding "halves". CDFs precede DNA aneuploidy of interphase nuclei not only in precancers, but also in cancer. Chromatin bridges and lagging chromosomes suggest that unbalanced telophases are caused by somatic nondisjunction. Tumour progression from low-grade to high-grade dysplasia and cancer is characterised by recurrent shifts from 2 c to 4 c interphase nuclei and a remarkable increase in the 5 c exceeding rate. Clonal selection is the gateway in tumorigenesis for aberrant karyotypes.